
Remark Action 
Needed?

Action LSST Assigned

Accelerometers on M2 have not been coded
- They have 6, on their own CRIO, but don’t do anything with 
them.
- Same accelerometers on m1m3

No None (or to use them later) LSST Software

The software is running on a Linux + Windows machine. Is 
this necessary and how will we support this long-term?

No Only needed for development, not for operations 
or AIV.

LSST Software

Electronics wiring inside cell need visual inspection Yes Need to push back and as for visual inspection.

Update 9/12

Oliver

Electronics panels need dimension reports Yes Greg to release the inspection reports, Oliver to 
review

John to 
review

Computers are Dell 7910s, need to check if there are IMPI 
ports

Yes Check ports - Yes support is available Dave 

1 computer goes to Chile, other goes to Tucson, and 
Diagnostic computer goes to Tucson  AWC - not sure how 
accurate this is.  There are 2 cRIOs (control & accelrometer), 
and a Linux server going to the summit.   There is one cRIO, 
one Linux Server and one laptop (with essentially nothing on 
it) going to Tucson.

No None

Issue with the monitor ILCs, because of the firmware 
version, LSST will need to update the firmware.

The Actuator ILCs are working ok but they
are behind on version.

FPG code updates needed? AWC - Yes

Yes Ask Oliver/Gary Knight what changes to the ILC 
firmware have been made and determine what 
needs to be done.

Also what retesting needs to be done after ILC 
changes?

Oliver

Error messages in the log window, are not being passed 
through SAL. Fault states are going through, non-faults are 
not.

Yes LSST can make that update if needed and as 
needed. Not necessary to get ALL warning 
messages across.

Andy

20 Hz is the default time cycle No



Timestamps – PTP, we need to get protocol to CRIO, we 
need to do the work. ISO standard human readable looks 
correct, TAI double precision time in telemetry need to 
confirm

Yes Confirm TAI double precision time in telemetry – 
can do with simulator running on CRIO in Tucson. 
AWC - already running PTP on M1M3 cRIOs

Andy/Dave

Timestamp doesn’t go into SAL, LSST to implement.

Timestamp of the time data was generated, see our LCR.

No

LTS-162 LCR for timestamps across all CRCs Yes Look at LCR Andrew / 
Dave or Andy 
tell me which 
one

Q: What happens if you start another EUI?
A: It is not prevented, so they are not sure. Something to 
test. Once controller connects to certain EUI, it would stay 
on it.

Yes Cannot be tested at Harris, we can test with 
Simulator

LSST

Would like to get some data taken during a startup and 
checkout script with the surrogate on in Harris, so when we 
unpack and assemble in Chile we can use that as a baseline

Yes Ask for a list of the scripts, and the list of the 
scripts they have run, and where the data is on 
the CRIO.

Harris

Optical tests were not run with the thermal control fans. 
Possible vibration issues?

Yes Optical person help me… John B.

Rigid body position – we will need to set a position to home, 
this button should be locked…

Yes Set the correct home position in the EUI, and lock 
button

Andy

Detailed Force Screen – different view than M1M3, too 
much information and not clear what is in/out of tolerance. I 
am not sure how useful this screen really is.

Yes Recommend that Andy determines which is 
preferred display format and makes consistent 
between M1M3 and M2

Andy

Force ILCs are about 1 version behind, they aren’t sure. How 
about Monitoring ILCs?   AWC - this was addressed above - 
the monitor ILCs are behind two version, the actuator ILCs 
are behind one

Yes Oliver to get the Force/Monitoring ILC versions 
and we need to discuss the impact of updating

Oliver

Data saved is about 0.5 GB/ hr Yes Review data and implement decimation strategy Dave



Check interlocks internally to M2, is this consistent with 
other T&S subsystems?

Yes Check em Andrew

Q: Step/Force commands in the script, how are they 
distinguished? 
A: with an S or F on the first line? **  AWC- I believe it is the 
first character on the line.   Need to see scripts to be sure

No **Not sure if I wrote this down correctly…

Is the SAL issue just a display issue with Labview and the 
screen resolution??  AWC - need a better description of 
issue, I don't know what we are talking about here.

Yes Dave/Andy 
work with 
Harris and 
provide 
assessment

LSST SW issue:
Q: Do all the EUIs need to be running to run each 
subsystem??
Current state is M2 = Yes, m1m3 = NO, TMA = Yes, other 
subsystem unknown

Yes To determine this Andrew via 
Tim Axelrod?

Q: we need to determine how we will display this EUI, since 
it always needs to be up, to operate the telescope.

Yes Also relevant during integration. For instance VM, 
VNC, KVM, etc.

Andrew

Noted some concerns with access permissions – you need to 
login to the machine to be able to access the EUIs, Andy 
does not like this.

Yes Need clarification on how this is implemented, 
and whether or not that is sufficient for LSST, and 
what are requirements for this?

Andrew, Andy

SAL issue:
Can display all but summary state and axial position steps

Yes Found  issue during code review, Harris will fix Harris

Unverified or failed requirements:
LTS-162-32, 18, 19
LTS-307-03, 15, 16
LTS-441_27, 25

Yes Find out state of these Andrew

LTS-441-25 = fault reset, is a global reset only ok? Yes LSST instead would like to see the remedy 
procedures for each fault.

Harris



SAL - Ack/Nack not working properly - Yes Was this resolved? Yes in simple test. Needs to be 
checked that is always the case

Harris to give 
us feedback if 
this works 
now

M2 electronic deliverables – what is plan? Yes? John B, 
Andrew

M2 to coating chamber LTS-157 ---- DID HARRIS GET THIS 
ICD!?

Yes …
John wants to get layout of temp sensors and 
wiring, and then we need to lay it out to 
determine if we have a problem.

Andrew – to write Jacques/Bill to understand why 
Harris did not get this ICD.

Andrew, John, 
John, Doug, 
Jacques etc…

ILC input range maxes out at 6500 lbs, we want a wider one. 
So if they are providing more force we don’t see it 
registered. Any change will be significant hardware change.

? Just a constraint to be aware of for now. N/A

SAL crashing issue – not observed, Dave would like to see 
this demonstrated

Yes Harris will run in debug and provide stack trace Harris

Packing – who is responsible to install tilt and shock sensors 
on the containers? None are being provided or installed by 
Harris

Yes See requirements and talk with Michael L. John B.

There are many cable ties on the m2. What is the material, 
and will it become brittle and fall off (onto the mirror) after 
N years?

Yes Gary Kenney(?) told us the material was____? Oliver

Backshell of the cell has many bolts/screws, are these 
captive and was that required from the safety hazard 
analysis?

Yes Greg explained all bolts are installed with locktight 
or nylon ____ and that should be sufficient to 
meet the requirements.

Andrew

Software would like to receive an actuator calibration 
procedure.

Yes Harris to write and provide this procedure Andy



AWC - There is calibration software for the actuators that 
not only calibrates the actuator, but provides needed info to 
the control software.   As far as we know, this software is not 
being provided whcih may cause problems if we ever need 
to swap out an actuator.

Yes Determine if the software is provided, if not, ask 
for it

John

#ERROR! #ERROR! #ERROR! #ERROR!


